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Welcome to Canning
Centred around the Canning River or Djarlgarra, the area has
an ancient and rich history.
The City of Canning recognises the Whadjuk people of the
Noongar nation as the Traditional Owners and Custodians of
the lands in Canning and pays respect to Noongar Elders past,
present and future.
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City of Canning

The City also recognises the strong and enduring connection
the Noongar peoples have to the beautiful Djarlgaroo Beelier
(Canning River).
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hello from the mayor
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The City of Canning is committed to providing a range of
housing options for our residents and creating a welcoming
and thriving City which is connected, inclusive and offers
good amenities and lifestyle options for our community. . We
want to ensure our natural areas are preserved, resources
are managed sustainably, our community is environmentally aware and we have beautiful and open green spaces for
everyone to enjoy.
One of the ways we can do this is to establish collaborative
and beneficial relationships with key stakeholders such as
developers, planners, architects, urban and building designers so that in the designing and planning phases of future
development, all parties are working towards the same vision
as the City.

With our population set to increase substantially before 2050
and an increase of dwellings by 32% by 2036, it is more
important than ever to implement smart design approaches to
infill redevelopment. This will assist the City in ensuring the
quality of our neighbourhoods are enhanced, values of homes
are protected and our lifestyles and community connectivity
improve with many options available for passive and active
recreation.
We hope the Canning Good Design Guide gives you an
overview of the future vision for the City and look forward to
working with you to achieve these outcomes.

What do we want
our community to be like?

Smaller scale medium density development has the potential
to leverage these larger precinct gains.

The City of Canning is designated as a Strategic Development
Centre within Western Australian Planning Commission’s
Directions 2031.
With intensification of residential development intended for
Perth, there is an opportunity within the City to meet infill
targets through higher density housing. Recent changes to
residential coding will see the potential for medium density
infill development in residential areas.
The urban revitalisation project, Canning City Centre will see a
fully integrated, higher-density mixed use town centre, giving
further identity to the City. With high urban amenity, close
to public transport, CBD, shopping precincts and schools,
this development aims to create a vibrant city centre, with
enhanced opportunity for strong economic and housing gains.

Mayor Paul Ng
City of Canning

An extract of community aspirations and goals from City of
Canning Strategic Community Plan for 2017 - 2027 is noted
below.
Connect
A connected and inclusive community where diversity is
welcome.
• To provide a variety of housing types to cater for singles,
couples, and families.

•

Grow
• Natural areas are preserved and enjoyed
• Resources are managed sustainably
• The community is environmentally aware
Build
• Good amenities and lifestyle
• A range of housing for different lifestyles
• Beautiful and green urban spaces

Canning Good Design Guide
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1.0 hello
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1.1 What is good design?
Good design is not an added luxury,
it allows your home to be better
connected, more comfortable, and
most importantly a welcoming, safe and
friendly place to live in.

The Guide is intended to provide advice
on better infill development for suburban
lots. You are encouraged to design using
the principles outlined in this brochure.

1.3 About this Guide

The Guide provides guidance on low to
medium density housing arrangements.
Typically this is a development that
contains more than one dwelling, with
yields of up to 40 dwellings per hectare.
The Guide covers best practice
Decisions made at the design and
outcomes for:
planning stage have the potential to
• Single houses
increase amenity and benefit both owner • duplex houses
and community without necessarily
• terrace houses
adding additional cost and provide
• grouped dwellings
financial savings through increased
energy and water efficiency.
Case study typologies have been
included and provide a visual description
1.2 Why is it important?
of development types, when best
to implement and key development
Canning is growing, our suburbs are
considerations in relation to principles
expanding, increasing in density and
in the Guide. They do not represent a
our demographics changing in line with
specific preferred design outcome. Each
broader population trends.
development site should be analysed on
it own individual merits and referenced
As infill increases, there is greater
back to the principles in the Guide,the
pressure on existing streets and
R-codes and City policy.
communities to accommodate more
and more dwellings and the people
1.4 Relationship to the
and families who live in them. This can
enhance or detract from the street,
R-Codes
from our ability to connect with our
neighbours, for better responses to the
This Guide is not a statutory document
local climate, to the loss of mature trees,
and is not adopted as a local planning
or the removal of verged garden areas
policy. Hence it does not amend or
due to more driveways and crossovers.
override the provisions of State Planning
Policy 3.1: Residential Design Codes
The City of Canning has developed
(R-Codes). However, where a variation
the Good Design Guide (the “Guide”)
to the R-Codes “deemed to comply”
to assist developers, planners, urban
provisions are proposed and R-Codes
designers, architects, landscape
“design principle” assessment is
architects, building designers and other
triggered, the City may refer to this
professionals to understand the City’s
Guide to assess the developments
aspirations for a better designed
against good design principles and
community, especially in the areas of
may make suggestions to the applicant
suburban infill due to proposed and
based on the examples in this Guide.
recent increases in R-Code density.
It is in these areas that the Guide is most The City may also adopt policies to offer
applicable, and in particular lots that may development bonuses where ‘good
design’ is demonstrated in accordance
be able to be subdivided.
with this Guide.
Good design approaches to infill
redevelopment can enhance the quality
of our neighbourhoods, protect the value
of your home and improve our lifestyles
for many generations.

We believe that all of our residents,
business owners, visitors and
community members should have
access to good design - in their homes,
their streets and their city centres.

1.5 Structure of the Guide
Streetscape
This section addresses the impact
of development on the street and
neighbourhood.
Using design guidance principles, the
Guide demonstrates benefits through
better connected neighbourhoods
through street and community
engagement, enabling surveillance of
the public realm.
Siting
This section addresses the way your
home is located and oriented on your
site, and also provides advice on
better ways to approach subdivision
considering immediate surrounds and
climate.
Using design guidance principles, the
benefits of a considered response
to site context allows for better
access to views, sunlight, wind and
existing vegetation and can contribute
significantly to the amenity of the
property with minimal cost impacts.
Sustainability
The final section of the Guide addresses
environmental impacts of your home
and landscaping, and suggests ways to
minimise your energy and water bills.
Good Design incorporating sustainable
design elements not only can reduce
your household bills, but make your
home more comfortable to live in, and
around.
The content of the Guide is structured
around providing Design Objectives and
Design Guidance.
Objective
Principles outlining development
intention.
Guidance
Specific approaches to achieve the
objective. These include example
images or diagrams to guide
development.

Canning Good Design Guide
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2.0 streetscape
2.1 Front Setback Design

02

Good design of the front elevation and setback means a considered approach to development allowing planting, fencing,
garages and access to complement the character of and enhance engagement with the street.

2.2 Why consider the streetscape?

DESIGN GUIDANCE

Infill development has the potential to detract from a
positive pedestrian experience. Increase in bulk and scale, as
well as additional crossovers and carparking garages impact
the amenity and character of the street. New development
is to support and enhance neighbourhood character to create
attractive and safe streets.

DG1: Natural Surveillance
Objective
Provide visual surveillance from the dwelling to the street or
public open spaces abutting the property.
Passive surveillance increases a street’s sense of safety.
Guidance
Provide direct visual connection from the dwelling to the
street from both ground and first floors where applicable
• Provide clear windows to street and POS.

•
Habitable
Room

DG2: Front Fencing
Objective
Front fences are to allow for overlooking of the street to
support passive surveillance. Fences are to contribute
positively to the quality of the area and be constructed in a
style compatible with the dwelling.

STREET
Fig 2.01
Increase passive surveillance to the street through windows and porches

1

A-30-00

DIAGRAM SITE - Surveillance
SCALE 1 : 200

Planting
strip

Driveway

Planted infill
hedge

Letterbox

Footpath

Fig 2.02
Example of front fencing with integrated landscaping

DIAGRAM - Fencing

1

SCALE 1 : 200

6
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Guidance
• Fibre-cement or colorbond fences are not permitted
in the front setback area and compliance with visual
permeability and sight line requirements of the R-Codes
is required.
• Innovative fencing design and alternative materials are
welcome to provide visual interest while maintaining
permeability and natural surveillance. Alternatives to
traditional fencing material to be considered including
decorative metal screens, high quality timber or planting.

Final

02
DG3: Articulation & Materials
Objective
Developments are to create attractive homes that engage the
senses. Provide visual interest to home façades to benefit
building form and expression, and contribute positively to
neighbouring properties and the character of the street.
New development is to draw on the context and character of
the area.

Fig 2.03
Strong building form and choice of materials benefit street character

Guidance
• Provide visual interest through building form, proportion,
solid/void relationship, variation in façade depth and roof
design.
• Consider changes in materials, textures and colour
selection.
• Provide canopy to entries, eaves, windows and
verandahs / porticos where possible.
• Shadows from building articulation, reveals and balconies
provide visual interest.
• Façade elements are to have a consistent design
language and be integral to the design of the building.
• Dwellings are to respond to streetscape qualities such as
building form, scale, materials and colour.
• Development is to avoid large areas of blank, solid walls.
• For grouped dwellings material selection is to minimise
maintenance.
• Limit applied finishes and decorative panel systems such
as fake stone.
• Building services are not to be visible from the street.

Canning Good Design Guide
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DG4: Activation
Objective
New development is to enhance street activation and
contribute to community connection.
Guidance
• Provide windows, porches and/or balconies along the
street elevation to increase passive surveillance and
opportunity for casual interaction. Provide 3m minimum
dimension to porches / balconies.

DG5: Lighting
Objective
Entries are to be well lit to allow easy identification and
increased safety.
Guidance
• Provide lighting to house numbering, vehicular
and pedestrian entries and garages. Lighting is to
complement house design.

Fig 2.04
Windows and balconies along the street elevation improve passive
surveillance and legibility
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Fig 2.05
Use of varied building depth, mix of materials and verandahs provides articulation to front facades.

Canning Good Design Guide
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3.0 siting
Site Considerations

03

Good design of the dwelling at the site scale takes into consideration immediate context, interface with the neighbours and
streetscape, and provides solar passive design principles and landscaped open space to maximise residential amenity.

DESIGN GUIDANCE
DG6: Subdivision Layout
Objective
Subdivision layout is to be designed to optimise solar
orientation and addressing of streets and public open space
Guidance
• Where possible design subdivision layout so that future
living areas can be north facing and garages do not block
solar access to the dwelling.
• Design subdivisions so that dwellings can be oriented
towards public open space with pedestrian access from
public open space where possible.

STREET

STREET

STREET

STREET

DG7: Crossovers
Fig 3.01
Optimise northern aspect for outdoor living areas, not access

IAGRAM
- Subdivision
- Subdivision
Layout - 2d
Layout - 2d
1 DIAGRAM

ALE 1 : 500

SCALE 1 : 500

Objective
Minimise the number of crossovers to:
- maximise street tree retention;
- maximise tree planting and landscaping
opportunities;
- reduce the dominance of garages over the
streetscape;
- minimise vehicular traffic conflict; and
- minimise vehicular and pedestrian movement
conflict.
Guidance
• Remove additional crossovers and paved access-ways
• Grouped dwellings are to be serviced by a single
crossover
Reference
Refer City of Canning Local Planning Policy LP.01 - Residential
Development.

STREET
Fig 3.02
Limit crossovers with singular vehicular entry to lots

1

A-30-00

DIAGRAM- Single Crossover 02
SCALE 1 : 500
10
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DG8: Access (Internal Access Ways)

1m

Objective
Provide clear and legible access and entry for pedestrians and
vehicles.
Guidance
• Avoid dead ends and headlight glare to habitable rooms
• Terminate vistas with landscaping or windows rather than
garages.
• Provide trees to shade pavement, reduce heat and glare.
• Limit access way width to single carriage with passing
point where possible.

Habitable
Room

1

SCALE 1 : 500

DIAGRAM - dual facing livin

0-00

A-30-00

1

STREET

DG9: Orientation

Fig 3.03
Internal Street diagram - allow for pedestrian movement and planting

Objective
Position the dwelling to optimise amenity, taking into
account aspect and views, existing vegetation, connection
to open space areas, neighbouring buildings, sun, wind and
topography.
Dwellings fronting public open space are to provide casual
surveillance and a perceived openness to the public realm.

DIAGRAM - pedestrian streets
SCALE 1 : 500

Guidance
Maximise Northern orientation where possible. Locate
major living spaces to the North to benefit from solar
access. Respond to views and landform features.

•

•
Habitable
Room

Boundary walls can be beneficial if it means:
-more or larger living spaces facing North,
-larger front and back open areas,
-less non-usable side setback
-assess the impact on adjoining properties, and
-assess to enhance the impact on streetscape.

Where dwellings abut public open space:
Dwellings are to address public open space with building
oriented towards public open space and access from rear
access ways/laneways where possible.
• Reduced setback to public open space may be supported
to maximise surveillance and achieve a conversation
distance between dwelling and open space edge.

•

Fig 3.04
Provide northern aspect and access to private open space where possible

Canning Good Design Guide
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DG10: Open Space
Objective
Locate open space to optimise connection with living areas
and support landscaping and tree planting.
Guidance
• Major open space to be Northern aspect where possible,
with well designed shade areas to allow sun penetration
in Winter and shade in Summer. Consider consolidating
outdoor space into one larger space rather than multiple
smaller areas. Aim for a minimum dimension of 4x5
metres. Open space to the front and rear of the site is
encouraged to maximise size and opportunity for tree
planting.
• Co-locate major outdoor living spaces and landscape with
living areas.
• Where more than 10 grouped dwellings are proposed
provide communal open space 5% of site area, with a
minimum dimension of 8 metres.
• Communal open space are to be located to minimise
impact on private open space and habitable areas.
• Communal open space is to receive direct sunlight for 2
hrs to 50% of the site during winter solstice.
Fig 3.05
Co-locate active habitable spaces with major open space

DG11: Existing Tree Retention
Objective
Retention or planting of significant trees enhances the
streetscape and local character and contributes to local
amenity and an areas ‘sense of place’.
Guidance
• Consider and plan for retention of existing trees or
provide areas for new ones, particularly in the front and
rear of the development.
• Prioritise retention of trees over planting of new ones.
• Locate deep soil zones* to enable retention of
existing trees.
• Provide tree clearances to support long term health of
retained trees.
Reference
For grouped dwellings refer City of Canning Local Planning
Policy Tree Retention And Planting - Development, LP .09.
Definition
*Deep Soil Zone: Soft Landscaping area with good quality
soil and no impeding building structure, features or
impervious surfaces above or below.

12
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DG12: Deep Soil Zone
excludes paving

Deep
Soil
Zone

Objective
Provide deep soil zones to facilitate the growth of healthy
trees with considerable canopy, to support urban heat
reduction, biodiversity outcomes and improve micro-climatic
conditions. Deep soil zones enhance infiltration back to the
water table and assist with storm-water management.
excludes Guidance
driveways

•
•
•
•
•

DIAGRAM - deep soil
zone location
•

Fig 3.06
Deep soil zone locations

00

Co-locate deep soil zones and outdoor living areas
Consider deep soil zones early in the planning process
New development is to allow for tree planting in open
spaces at front and rear setbacks. Consider deciduous
trees on the North and West sides of your home.
Site layout to designate adequate deep soil zone areas,
depending on the size of tree at maturity, as indicated in
Fig. 3.07.
Deep soil zones to be located away from the building
pad, utility services and stormwater infrastructure to
prevent future root system conflicts.
Location of utility services and soak wells are to be k
clear of deep soil zones.
Where required provide permeable paving over deep soil
zones
Provide deep soil zone for new tree planting larger than
those outlined in Fig. 3.07 where possible.
When selecting consider mature tree size and potential
for roots to compete.

SCALE 1 : 500

•

3m

SMALL TREE 3-6m
SMALL
3 x 3mTREE 3-6 metres
39sqm
x 3m deep soil area
6m

9sqm deep soil area

MEDIUMTREE
TREE
6-10m
MEDIUM
6-10
metres
4
x
4m
4 x 4m
16sqmdeep
deep
soil
area
16sqm
soil
area

•
•

Reference
For grouped dwellings refer City of Canning Local Planning
Policy Tree Retention And Planting - Development, LP .09.

10 m

LARGE
TREE
LARGE
TREE
10+10+m
metres
6m
66xx6m
36sqmdeep
deepsoil
soil
area
36sqm
area

Fig 3.07
Minimum Deep Soil Zone Dimensions

DIAGRAM - Tree Size Definition
SCALE 1 : 300

Canning Good Design Guide
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DG14: Corner Lots
Objective
Dwellings facing public open space or more than one street
are to provide an aesthetic response to both frontages
and enhance permeability, streetscape amenity and casual
surveillance.
northern aspect

prevailing breeze

Guidance
• Dwellings are to respond to both frontages through the
inclusion of the following:
- Porches
- Verandahs or wrap-around verandahs
- Windows overlooking primary and secondary
streets.
- Awnings
- Variation in building materials
- Variation in building form

•

STREET

1

A-30-00

Consider garage location to maintain access to sunlight
and dominant winds, and minimise lengthy solid walls
and fences along the secondary street.

Fencing:
• Where fencing is proposed along the secondary street,
provide visual permeability and interest, similar to front
fencing.

Fig 3.08
Consider garage location to maximise solar access and cross
ventilation

DIAGRAM - corner lot
SCALE 1 : 500

DG13: Services

DG15: Waste Management

Objective
Minimise visual and acoustic impact of services on
occupants, neighbours and the public realm.

Objective
Contribute positively to the aesthetic of the development and
the environment by managing waste storage and collection.

Guidance
• Building services, including A/C units,
telecommunications services and plant equipment
are not to be visible from the street. Piped and wired
services are to be concealed from view on front
elevations. Provide a water tap adjacent to storage areas
for wash down.

Guidance
• Screen bin areas, where appropriate incorporate into the
landscape or building design.
• Provide sufficient space for sorting and collection of bins,
particularly in grouped dwellings.
• Consider waste management early in the planning
process.
Reference
For grouped dwellings refer Western Australian Local
Government Association (WALGA) waste management policy.
http://www.wastenet.net.au/
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Image credits: Giles Pickard

Fig 3.09
Verge Garden

Canning Good Design Guide
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4.0 sustainability
04

DESIGN GUIDANCE
4.1 Our Commitment

DG16: Materials

The City of Canning is committed to ensuring that our
communities and our neighbourhoods are sustainable for
future generations. An approach that optimises your home for
our local climate conditions, and minimises your consumption
of non-renewable resources and water is strongly
encouraged.

Objective
Consider environmental performance of selected materials.

Doing this will not only save you money, but provide for a
more comfortable and enjoyable home.
The City partners with Switch Your Thinking to offer
residents a range of discounts on products that will help
reduce energy and water use. See
www.switchyourthinking.com

Guidance
• Use materials and colours which minimise heat gain in
summer, such as light coloured cladding materials and
roofs with a solar absorptance of less than 0.5.
• Use materials from local renewable or recycled sources
with low embodied energy. Such as recycled brick,
ensuring these do not compromise design quality,
building performance and structural integrity.
• Use long-lived materials that require little
maintenance.
• Minimise wastage by using prefabricated or modular
elements.
Reference
Refer to yourhome.gov.au
Refer to City of Canning Build Smart Live Smart Guide

4.2 Design For Climate

DG17: Water

The City of Canning encourages development to respond to
local climate and conditions to reduce house running costs,
increase thermal comfort and also provide environmental
benefits.

Objective
To minimise potable water use and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions through solar water heating.

There are a number of things you can do when designing
your home to make it more sustainable, such as considering
orientation and solar access, shading, material selections,
embodied and on-going energy use and landscaping.

Guidance
• Consider water saving principles in early planning stages,
such as:
- Installing water tanks for rainwater collection and
re-use for non-potable uses (such as toilet flushing and
laundry). Install tanks larger than 1000L.
- Installing a solar hot water system.
• Provide water sensitive design principles when
considering landscape design, such as using local native
plant species. Minimise extent of lawn.
• Consider water efficient appliances and tap fittings.
• Install a 'third pipe' system to allow grey water from
bathrooms (showers/baths) and laundry to be used in
the garden.
• Select water efficient fittings and appliances.
• Have pervious surfaces on Open Space areas for water
infiltration.
• Design planting areas to receive run off from stormwater
to reduce water use.
• Consider smart irrigation systems.

The planning and design of outdoor space is considered
integral to achieving a sustainable outcome. The landscape
of your home is critical to making an enjoyable, cool and
comfortable place to play and relax. Designing your garden
for the local climate can simultaneously address shading and
solar gain, air quality, micro-climate, biodiversity and habitat
creation and can assist in warming and cooling your home.

Reference
www.waterrating.gov.au
Code of Practice for Reuse of Greywater in WA 2010.
Department of Health
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DG18: Roof
Objective
Optimise daylighting and solar access for solar passive
design. Utilise low glare, light coloured roof materials to
reduce building heat gain.
Guidance
• Maintain solar access between neighbouring dwellings.
• Consider roof heights and ridge locations to permit
Winter sun into neighbouring outdoor spaces.
• Select light coloured roofs with substantial insulation to
minimise internal heat gain in Summer.
• Orient roofs to optimise solar panel location and
performance. For example skillion roofs facing North.

DG19: Solar Passive Design
Objective
Indoor and outdoor living areas are to have adequate access
to the sunlight during Winter and effective shading in
Summer.
Guidance
• Increase opportunity for solar access and daylighting to
habitable rooms by:
- maximising northern aspect and minimising single
aspect south facing dwellings.
- Locate living areas to the North where possible.
- Providing dual aspect dwellings and shallow room
depths.
- Using large windows, skylights and high-level windows
to increase daylight to habitable rooms so that artificial
lighting is not needed.
Reference
City of Canning Build Smart Live Smart Guide

Fig 4.01
Provide landscaped open space adjacent to living areas

Canning Good Design Guide
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DG20: Landscaping
Objective
Provide landscape planting adjacent or combined with outdoor
living spaces to reduce urban heat load, purify the air, provide
shade and habitat for animals and enhances the look of the
development. Trees make homes and neighbourhoods cooler,
healthier and more attractive.
Horizontal gardens, vertical gardens, green roof top gardens
and greenery can benefit health, wellbeing, energy efficiency,
and biodiversity.
Guidance
Fig 4.02
Well scaled and oriented windows allow sun to access habitable rooms.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer 81°
8m
max habitable room depth

Winter 34°

Fig 4.03
Depth of dwelling and ceiling height affects natural ventilation and solar
access.

DIAGRAM - Solar Access
SCALE 1 : 200

•

Aim for a well-designed, northern aspect outdoor living
area with a minimum dimension of 4x5 metres.
Design the home around an existing tree rather than
removing.
Use local native and drought resistant species to reduce
reliance on water and fertilisers.
Provide water efficient reticulation, controllers and
timers.
Consider using grey-water for irrigation of private open
space.
Consider planting deciduous trees to shade North facing
outdoor living areas. Trees that lose their foliage in
Winter provide shade to the home in Summer and allow
Winter sun in.
Locate trees to avoid blocking sunlight to solar panels on
dwelling rooftops or on adjoining properties.
Plant edible garden including fruit trees, herb gardens and
vegetable gardens.
Plant new trees to shade buildings, particularly western
facing areas which can aid in energy efficiency
and cooling in summer.
Plan for tree root zones within the design of the building.
Use leaf guards on gutters to reduce maintenance of
roof tops adjacent to trees.
Use root barriers to avoid tree roots intruding into
unwanted areas while still allowing for maximum tree
planting to occur

Additional notes: mulch regularly to reduce evaporation and
protect soil.
Reference
City of Canning Grow Local Plants Guide, found online at:
https://www.canning.wa.gov.au/Community/Parks-andConservation/Conservation-and-Environment/Native-Gardens
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DG21: Energy Generation and Use
Objective
Reduce dwelling energy consumption. Enhance amenity and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions through a reduction in ongoing energy costs.

Fig 4.04
Provide shading devices to windows and balconies through deep eaves,
screens etc.

Guidance
• Install solar photovoltaics to capture electricity during the
day. Battery storage can be used during the night.
• Fixture Efficiency – making your lighting LED and
switching to higher rated appliances and plumbing
fixtures will save you money and reduce your energy
costs.
• Provide substantial insulation in walls, ceilings, floor (if
applicable) and roofs to minimise heat gain.
• Provide ceiling fans to bedrooms and living rooms
• Provide well located, screened outdoor areas for clothes
drying.

DG22: Construction Waste
Objective
Minimise construction waste and plan for its re-use/recycling.
Guidance
• Consider using recycled materials in new homes. They
can contribute to material mix and can make a house look
stunning.
• Design your home around standard size materials, it
saves cutting and wastage.
• Consider how to dispose of materials as waste
responsibly.
• Construction waste can be re-used for road construction
or the manufacture of bricks, and can be valuable.
Reference
Refer to the City’s website regarding the Use of Recycled
Construction and Demolition Material in Road Construction
Projects. https://www.canning.wa.gov.au/Residents/Roadsand-Verges/Sustainable-Construction-Materials
Refer Master Builders Western Australia Smart Waste Guide

Canning Good Design Guide
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1

SCALE 1 : 500

DIAGRAM - Ventilation
04

DG23: Natural Ventilation
Objective
Aim to ventilate your home by providing opportunities for
passive cooling. This reduces reliance on air conditioning
during the Summer months
Guidance
• Well-placed window openings, in combination with a
narrow plan, will allow your house to ‘flush out’ built-up
heat by permitting cooling breezes to flow through your
house.
• Optimise daylighting and natural ventilation for open plan
layouts in single aspect dwellings. Provide a maximum
building depth of 8m.

prevailing
breeze

Fig 4.05
Orient windows to capture prevailing breezes and flush out heat with a
narrow floor plan.

DG24: Shading
Objective
Protecting windows from solar access in Summer through
the use of shading devices supports passive environmental
design principles.
Guidance
• Use external shading devices including eaves, canopies,
screens, louvres, trees, and pergolas to control the
sunlight coming into the home.
• Shade Northern facing windows from high Summer sun.
Horizontal shading is recommended.
• Shade East and West facing windows with adjustable
vertical shading.
• Reduce size or provide vertical shading to East and West
facing windows.
• Design eaves and awnings to minimise Summer solar
access and maximise Winter solar access.
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DG25: Energy Efficient Design Principles
All houses to include a
well-designed, northern
aspect outdoor living
area

Winter
Midday
Sun

Indoor and outdoor
living areas to have
adequate access to
sunlight

Outdoor
Living
Area
Allow for tree
planting in open
spaces at front and
rear setbacks

Consider wind
direction maximise
natural
ventilation

East + West
facing
windows
should be
shaded in
Summer

Summer
Afternoon
Sun

Consider deciduous
Verandahs, or trees on the north and
west sides of your home
porticos are
encouraged for
homes fronting
the street

Use local native and
drought resistant species
to reduce reliance on
water and fertilisers

Objective
Design the dwelling to support passive environmental
design principles and increase thermal comfort and amenity.
Consider the orientation of the lot, and position the home to
take advantage of solar access, wind direction, views, trees
and open space.
Guidance
• Provide a combination of passive solar heating and
cooling.
• Maximise solar gain in winter by providing large North
facing windows allowing winter sun to enter the
dwelling.
• Consider wind direction and allow for natural ventilation
to support thermal comfort. South facing windows allow
cooling breezes through the dwelling.
• Where possible living areas are to have North facing
windows.
Reference
Refer City of Canning Build Smart Live Smart Guide
Refer to yourhome.gov.au

Outdoor
Living
Area
Outdoor
Living
Area

Summer
Morning
Sun

Design eaves and
awnings to minimise
Summer solar access
and maximise Winter
solar access

STREET
Fig 4.06
Solar passive design principles support energy efficient living

DIAGRAM - ESD principles

CALE 1 : 300

Canning Good Design Guide
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5.0 case studies
05
5.1 Methodology
The following analysis was undertaken to determine the
predominant development potential for low to medium
density residential lots,according to R-coding, to inform case
study examples.
- Map lots with development potential based on both area and
shape for R-codings R20 -R40.
- Identify the number of individual instances within area and
shape types.
-Identify predominant lot size for each R-coding based on
instances
- Identify the number of lot shapes within this lot size ‘band’.
- Determine most common lot size and shape with
development potential for each R-coding.
- Investigate development options for each type - be it duplex
or grouped dwelling arrangements.
- Demonstrate floor plan case study examples for each
dominant lot type and size.

Residential
Coding

Suburbs with most development potential
for predominant lot size and type

R20

Shelley, Rossmoyne, St James, East
Cannington

R25

Riverton, Wilson

R30

Bentley, Queens Park, Lynwood

R40

Cannington, East Cannington, Bentley

Table 5.01
Suburbs with most development potential for predominant lot size
and type

5.2 Summary
Predominant lot size and type for each residential coding
below.
R-Code

Total No.
of lots

No. with
Development
Potential

% with
Dev
Potential

Dominant Size
(m2)

No.

% of
Dominant
Developable Type
lots

No.

% of Dom.
Size

R20

14247

1075

8%

913-1182

854

79%

Rectilinear

408

47%

Irregular
Shape

354

41%

Corner lot

116

13%

R25

1964

1040

53%

756-913

778

75%

Rectilinear

515

66%

R30

4371

2706

62%

756-913

1091

40%

Rectilinear

712

65%

913-1182

163

38%

Rectilinear

136

83%

R40

613

427

70%

21195

5248

25%

Canning Good Design Guide
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R20
case study

two dwelling battleaxe (detached)

05
Description

Key Considerations

•
•
•

•

Two dwellings on one lot.
Typically shown in linear battleaxe configuration
On mid-block lots, common access provided from street
along single driveway.
lot fronting street shall respond to streetscape character.
Rear lot has less impact on streetscape but should be
carefully designed to consider passive surveillance along
drive, and potential issues with privacy, landscaping and
overshadowing.
Design rear dwelling to ensure usable open space and
provision of deep soil zones and maintain tree canopy.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Maintain setbacks, scale, and open space consistent with
those for single dwelling lots.
Allow for single driveway to access both lots. Minimise
impact of driveways.
Provide usable open space and tree canopy to rear lot.
Consider orienting living spaces and adjacent outdoor
open space to the North.
Position two storey dwellings to front lot where possible
to minimise overlooking and overshadowing.

When to Use
•
•
•
•

Long, narrow lots.
Small scale development.
For the creation of Green Title lots
Frontages able to incorporate side access driveway and
setbacks (minimum width 18metres)
STREET

STREET

Existing Site Plan

R20

1

SCALE 1 : 1000

Min. site area per dwelling

350sqm

Min. lot area / battleaxe

450sqm

Min. frontage

10m

Min. total open space

50%

Min. outdoor living

30%

Primary street setback

6m

Secondary street setback

1.5m

other / rear setback

use R-coding

STREET

Proposed Site Plan
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R-code Typical Development Controls
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CASE STUDY FLOOR PLAN
05

DG12

DG9

Deep Soil Zone

Orientation

2
DG21

Energy Efficiency

DG7

DG10

Crossovers

Open Space

1

DG12

Deep Soil Zones

R20
990 m²
355 m²

Residential Density Coding
Case Study Existing Lot Size
Case Study
Subdivided Lot Size

450 m²

STREET

2
4

Case Study Ground Floor Plan

Dwellings - single storey
Parking
2 x bays per dwelling

Case Study Potential Development

R20 - GF
SCALE 1 : 500

Canning Good Design Guide
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R20
case study

two dwelling corner lot

05
Description

Key Considerations

•

•

Two dwellings on one lot with rear dwelling facing
secondary street
Typically one dwelling faces one street, the second
dwelling faces the second street.
Both dwellings face one or both streets and have an
impact on the streetscape.

•

primary street

•

•
•
•

When to Use
•
•
•
•

•

Maintain setbacks, scale, and open space consistent with
those for single dwelling lots.
Consider both frontages and provide an aesthetic
response to enhance streetscape amenity and casual
surveillance.
Minimise the impact of driveways, provide maximum one
driveway per street frontage.
Provide usable open space and tree canopy to rear lot.
Opportunity to orient living spaces and adjacent outdoor
open space to the North.

primary street

External corner lots with dual frontage.
Small scale development.
STREET
secondary street
Creation of Green
title lots
Appropriately sized lot.

STREET

secondary street

Existing Site Plan

SCALE 1 : 1000
primary street

A-30-00

R20 - CNR

STREET

26

Min. site area per dwelling

350sqm

Min. lot area / battleaxe

450sqm

Min. frontage

10m

Min. total open space

50%

Min. outdoor living

30%

Primary street setback

6m

Secondary street setback

1.5m

other / rear setback

use R-coding

secondary street

Proposed Site Plan

ry street

1

City of Canning

R-code Typical Development Controls
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CASE STUDY FLOOR PLAN
05
DG20

DG19

Landscaping

primary street

Solar

DG12

Deep Soil
Zones

2

DG12

Deep Soil
Zones

DG14

1

Corner lots

DG4

Activation

Case Study First Floor Plan

STREET

secondary street

DG20
Solar

R20

Case Study Ground Floor Plan

1

R20 CNR - GF
SCALE 1 : 500

A-30-00

1005 m²

Residential Density Coding

R20 CNR - L1

560 m²

SCALE

445m²

2
4

Case Study Existing Lot Size

Case Study
1Subdivided
: 500 Lot Size

Dwellings - two storey
Parking
2 x bays per dwelling

Case Study Potential Development

Canning Good Design Guide
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R25
case study

two dwellings side by side

05
Description

Key Considerations

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two dwellings on one lot separated by a common
boundary wall.
Both dwellings fronting the Street with direct access
from primary Street.
Dwellings can be single or two-storey.
Reduced impact to the Street, building can be perceived
as large single residence.
Opportunity for larger rear gardens and courtyards.
Usual configuration produces symmetrical development,
however some variation can occur.
Minimise impact of driveways by allowing single vehicular
entry (with stacked parking arrangement)

•
•
•
•

Both residences have equitable access to sun, ventilation
and open space.
Maximise large rear gardens by orienting living spaces
adjacent to outdoor open space (North where possible)
Minimise impact of driveways. Preferred single width
driveway to each lot. Minimise crossovers by combining
two single driveways into one double.
Minimum lot width with garages facing the primary road,
approximately 15m.
Minimise impact of garages on front elevation. Ensure
garages are setback from front of dwelling.

STREET

When to Use
•
•

Shorter, wider lots
Small scale development.

STREET

Existing Site Plan

1

A-30-00

R25

SCALE 1 : 1000

STREET

Proposed Site Plan
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Min. site area per dwelling

300sqm

Min. lot area / battleaxe

425sqm

Min. frontage

8m

Min. total open space

50%

Min. outdoor living

30%

Primary street setback

6m

Secondary street setback

1.5m

other / rear setback

use R-coding

R-code Typical Development Controls

Final

CASE STUDY FLOOR PLAN
05

DG9

Orientation

DG19

DG12

Landscaping

Deep Soil Zone

DG10

DG9

Open Space

Orientation

DG20
Solar

1

2

1

2

DG3

DG1

Articulation

DG7

Natural
Surveillance

Case Study First Floor Plan

Crossovers

STREET

R25

Case Study Ground Floor Plan

800m²

1

1

A-30-00

R25 - GF
SCALE 1 : 500

A-30-00

Residential Density Coding
Case Study Existing Lot Size

R25 - L1
400 m²

Case Study
Subdivided Lot Size

400m² 1 : 500
SCALE

2
4

Dwellings - two storey
Parking
2 x bays per dwelling

Case Study Potential Development

Canning Good Design Guide
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R30
case study

two grouped dwellings

05
Description

Key Considerations

•

•

Two dwellings on one lot separated by a common
boundary wall.
On mid-block lots, common access from street along
single driveway.
Lot fronting street shall be similar style to streetscape
character.
Rear lot has less impact on streetscape but should be
carefully designed to consider passive surveillance along
drive, and potential issues with privacy, landscaping and
overshadowing.
Design rear dwelling to ensure usable open space and
provision of deep soil zones and maintaining tree canopy.
Minimise impact of driveways by allowing single vehicular
entry (with stacked parking arrangement)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Maintain setbacks, scale, and open space consistent with
those for single dwelling lots.
Allow for single driveway to access both lots. Minimise
impact of driveways.
Provide usable open space and tree canopy to rear lot.
Consider orienting living spaces and adjacent outdoor
open space to the North.
Position two storey dwellings to front lot where possible
to minimise overlooking and overshadowing.
Where street setback face North provide living areas
facing street (north) and private open space.

When STREET
to Use
•
•
•

Long, narrow lots.
Small scale development.
Frontages able to incorporate side access driveway and
setbacks (minimum width 18-20m)

STREET

Existing Site Plan

1

A-30-00

R30

SCALE 1 : 1000

STREET

Proposed Site Plan
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Min. site area per dwelling

260sqm

Min. lot area / battleaxe

410sqm

Min. frontage

8m

Min. total open space

45%

Min. outdoor living

24%

Primary street setback

4m

Secondary street setback

1.5m

other / rear setback

use R-coding

R-code Typical Development Controls
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CASE STUDY FLOOR PLAN
05

DG12
Deep Soil Zone

DG20
Solar

DG1

2

Natural Surveillance

DG9
Orientation

DG19

Landscaping

DG7

Crossovers

1
DG3

Articulation

DG1

Natural Surveillance

Case Study First Floor Plan

STREET
Case Study Ground Floor Plan

R30 - GF
SCALE 1 : 500

1

A-30-00
R30
800m²
360 m²

R30 - L1

Residential
Coding
1 : 500
SCALE Density
Case Study Existing Lot Size
Case Study
Subdivided Lot Size

345m²

2
4

Dwellings - two storey
Parking
2 x bays per dwelling

Case Study Potential Development

Canning Good Design Guide
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R40
case study

three grouped dwellings

05
Description

Key Considerations

•

•

Three dwellings on one lot separated by common
boundary walls.
• Access to dwellings via internal road.
• Dwellings can be single or two-storey.
• Maximise open space / court at ground through two
storey arrangement.
• Maintain deep soil zone for courtyards.
• Reduced setbacks produce more urban development
character. Potential to reduce side setbacks to nil.
• Opportunity to provide private courtyards, supporting
privacy, solar access, ventilation and internal views to
STREET
open space.

•
•
•
•
•

Minimise impact of crossovers to street, provide access
to all dwellings through one internal road, minimise width
Potential to reduce carparking due to proximity to train
station.
Generally minimum lot width of 17-20m required.
Provide usable open space and tree canopy to each
dwelling.
Consider orienting living spaces and adjacent outdoor
open space to the North.
Consider privacy, solar access and ventilation through
side and rear setbacks

When to Use
•
•

Long, narrow lots
Urban development context

Existing Site Plan

1

A-30-00

R40

SCALE 1 : 1000

STREET

Proposed Site Plan
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Min. site area per dwelling

180sqm

Min. lot area / battleaxe

380sqm

Min. frontage

-

Min. total open space

45%

Min. outdoor living

20%

Primary street setback

4m

Secondary street setback

1m

other / rear setback

use R-coding

R-code Typical Development Controls
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CASE STUDY FLOOR PLAN
05

DG12

Deep Soil
Zone

3

DG1

Natural Surveillance

DG10
Open Space

2

DG8

Access

DG9

Orientation

1

DG1

Natural Surveillance

DG1

Natural Surveillance

DG12

Deep Soil Zone

DG12

Deep Soil Zone

Case Study First Floor Plan

STREET

Case Study Ground Floor Plan

1

A-30-00

R40R40
- L1
970m²

SCALE 1 : 500
320 m²
200 m²

R40 - GF
SCALE 1 : 500

Residential Density Coding
Case Study Existing Lot Size
Case Study
Subdivided Lot Size

250 m²

3
7

Dwellings - two storey
Parking
2 x bays per dwelling
1 x visitor parking

Case Study Potential Development

Canning Good Design Guide
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